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The stability ofseveral natural sets of the non-semi-Fredholm operators in a 
separable Hilbert space under compact perturbations studied by R. Bouldin. (The 
instability of non-semi-Fredholm operators under compact perturbations, J. Math. 
Anal. Appl. 87 (1982), 632638.) The aim of the present article is to study this 
problem in arbitrary Banach spaces. We also derive a curious characterization of 
separable Banach spaces. 0 1986 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X and Y be infinite dimensional Banach spaces and let L(X, Y) 
denote the set of bounded linear operators defined on X with range in Y. 
For T E L(X, Y), N(T) and R(T) will denote the null space and range of T 
respectively,while a(T) is the dimension of N(T) and b(T) is the codimen- 
sion of R(T) in Y. 
We write 
NS := { T E L( A’, Y): T is normally solvable }, 
SF := { TE L(X, Y): Tis semi-Fredholm}, 
Co := { TE L(X, Y): Tis compact}. 
The aim of this paper is to study the stability ofseveral natural subsets 
of L(X, Y)\SF under compact perturbations. For bounded linear operator 
acting in a separable Hilbert space this problem has been studied by 
Bouldin with Hilbert space techniques [11. 
If it4 is a subset of Banach space, we shall use [A41 for denoting the 
smallest closed subspace that contains M. 
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2. THE BASIC THEOREM 
This first theorem will be used for obtaining more detailed results later. 
THEOREM 2.1. (1) The closure of the set L(X, Y)\NS is the set 
L(X, Y)\SF. 
(2) TEL(X, Y)\SF $ and only if there exists K E Co and 
A E L(X, Y\NS) such that T= A + K. 
(3) TE L(X, Y)\SF ifand only if there exists KE Co and A E L(X, Y) 
such that a(A)=P(A)= oo and T=A+K. 
Proof: (1) Since L(X, Y)\NS c L(X, Y)\SF = L(X, Y)\SF = 
(L(X, Y)\NS) u (NS\SF), it s&ices to show that each TE L(X, Y)\SF is 
the limit in L(X, Y) of a sequence (T,,) of operators in L(X, Y)\NS. 
Suppose that TE L(X, Y)\SF. Then there exists a compact operator K
such that T + 1K 4 NS for every scalar A# 0, [3; Theorem V.2.61. Choosing 
a sequence (A,) of scalars uch that A, -+O, it follows that the sequence 
(T + 1, K) converges to the operator T. 
(2) Suppose TE L(X, Y)\SF. Obviously, if T$ NS then T= T+ 0. In 
the case where TE NS\SF there exists a compact operator K such that 
T-K$NS; thus T=(T-K)+K. 
The converse is clear. 
(3) If K is a compact operator such that a( T+ K) = co = /?( T + K) 
then T#SF; otherwise T+ KESF which is a contradiction. 
Conversely, suppose TE L(X, Y)\SF. If TE NS\SF we will take K=O. 
In the case T#NS we shall show that two compact operators K,, Kz 
exist such that a(T-K,-K,)=p(T-K,-K,)=m, hence T= 
(T-K,-K,)+(K,+K,). 
For the details of the following construction, see [4; Theorem 5.41. Let 
(a,) be the sequence of integers defined inductively b
al =2, a,=2(1+n$a,). n=2,3 ,..,, 
and let ( yk) c Y and (y;) c Y’ be such that 
Ilykli G sky IIY;II = 1, IIT'yiIi < l/(2kakh 
$(Yk) = djk; j, k= 1, 2 ,.... 
The sequence of finite rank operators 
T,x = c T’Y;(X) yk, n = 1, 2,..., 
I 
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converges in L(X, Y) to the compact operator 
K,x=f T’y;(x)yk. 
It follows that fl(T- K,) = 00. 
Assume c(( T- K,) < co, since the assertion is trivial otherwise (K, = 0). 
Choose sequences (xk) c X, (XL) c x’ such that 
bkll = 1, Il-6ll d zk ‘, ll(T-K,)xll <2’-2k, 
x;(xk) = djk, j, k = 1, 2 ,..., 
and consider the sequence of finite rank operators 
u,x=ix;(x)(T-K,)x,, n = 1, 2,..., 
which converges in L(X, Y) to the compact operator 
K,x=fX;(X)(T-K,)x,. 
A detailed exposition of this construction may be found in [2: p. 721. 
The operator K2 coincides with T - K, on the set (xk : k E N >, therefore 
a(T-K,-K,)=m Moreover NKdcNT-K1), and then 
fl(T- K, - K2) =.OO as well. 
3. THE RESULTS OF INSTABILITY 
The next definition i troduces each natural subset of L(X, Y)\SF with a 
brief notation for this set. Recall that a( T’) = fl( T). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let the sets of operators UO,..., U be defined by 
Uo= { TEL(X, Y)\NS: a(T)=a(T’)< m}, 
U,={TEL(X, Y)\NS:O#Ja(T)-a(T’)I<co}, 
U2 = { TE L(X, Y)\NS: a(T)-a(T)= -co}, 
U,= (TEL(X, Y)\NS: a(T)-a(T’)= co}, 
U, = { TE L(X, Y)\NS: a(T) = cc, = a( T’)}, 
U,= {TeNS:a(T)= co =a(T’)}. 
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Obseroation 3.2. We want to show in the next theorem that 
Uj+Co =L(X, Y)\SF, j=O, 1,2, 3,4. Since Co cL(X, Y)\SF, it happens 
that 0 # Uj n Co if Uj + Co = L(X, Y)\SF. But R(K), R(K’) are separable 
spaces for each compact operator K, x(K) = B(K), and a(K) =/I(R) when 
X is reflexive. Therefore a(K’) = cc if Y is not separable, and a(K) = CC if A’ 
is a reflexive inseparable space. Thus, in order to prove the following 
theorem we must impose some restrictions f eparability. 
First we prove a technical lemma. We shall use the following result: In 
every separable and infinite dimensional Banach space there is a fundamen- 
tal and total biorthogonal system ((x~}, {xk}) so that llxnll I x;ll ~20 for 
every n. If X’ is separable the system may be chosen so that, in addition, 
[XL : n E N] is A”, [S; Theorem l.f.41. 
LEMMA 3.3, Let Z be an injkite dimensional Banach space and suppose 
that M is a closed subspace of Z. The following statements hold 
(1) Assume M infinite codimensional. Then there exists an infinite 
dimensional and separable closed subspace F of Z such that Fn M = { 0} and 
F@ M is infinite codimensional. 
(2) Assume M infinite dimensional. Then there exist two separable 
closed subspaces P, Q of M and a fundamental and total biorthogonal system 
( (xn }, { ph } ) in P such that P is infinite dimensional, Q may be chosen finite 
or infinite dimensional, Pn Q = (0) and each of the pk has an extension to 
all of Z which annihilates Q. 
Proof: (1) First we construct an infinite codimensional closed sub- 
space E of Z such that MC E and M has infinite codimension in E, 
Let (xk) c M” and (x,) c Z be the linearly independent sequences 
defined inductively b
O#x;EMO, xl E Nx;)\M 
x:EE:-,\[x; ,..., XL-,], xn~Gn\En-r, 
where E,-, := M@ Lx, ,..., x,- 1] and G, := nl N(x;), n = 2, 3 ,.... Clearly 
McE,c *.‘cE,c...,G,~...~G,~..., E,cG,foreachn,andallof 
these inclusions are strict. Itfollows that E, c G, for each m, n. 
Let E, G be the ciosed subspaces defined by 
E:= GE, , [ 1 G := fi G,. 1 1 
Obviously, MC EC G and we have wdim, E >codimz G = co and 
codim, M= co. 
We now choose a linearly independent sequence (yn) in E\M. Since 
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[ y, : n E N] is a separable Banach space, M n [ yn : n E N] has a quasi-com- 
plement Fin [y,:n~N] [6]. Then FnM= {0}, and codim,FOM=oo 
since F@ M c E. 
(2) Choose an infinite dimensional and separable closed subspace R 
of M and a fundamental and total biorthogonal system ((z,,}, (zk}) in R. 
Let P, Q denote the closed subspaces P := [zZn: ncN], 
Q:=[~~,~i:n~N];itisclearthat PnQ={O}. 
For every n we define x, := z2,,, pi := z;, 1 P; let XL be an extension of z;, 
to all of 2. It is routine to verify that ( {xn}, {pi}) is a fundamental and 
total biorthogonal system in P and that each of the XL annihilates Q.
On the other hand, we choose P := [zk+ i ,... 1,Q := [z, ,..., zk], and for 
every n we take x, := zk+,,, pi := z;+, 1 P and xk and extension of z; +,, to 
all of Z. Then ( {xn}, {p’,}) is a fundamental and total biorthogonal 
system in P and each of the xk annihilates Q.
THEOREM 3.4. (1) If X, Y are separable spaces, then Uj + Co = 
L(X, Y)\SF, j=O, 1. 
(2) Zf X is separable, then U2 + Co = L(X, Y)\SF. 
(3) Zf Y is separable, then iJ3 + Co = L(X, Y)\SF. 
(4) U4 + Co = L&Y, Y)\SF. 
Proof: Obviously U, + Co c L(X, Y)\SF, j = 0, 1, 2, 3,4. 
For the proof of the inclusion L(X, Y)\SF c Uj+ Co, j= 0, 1,2,3,4, 
because of 2.1(3), it suffices toshow that the set D := { TE L(X, Y): a(T) = 
co = a(r)} is contained in Uj + Co. 
Assume TED. Let P, Q be closed subspaces of N(T) such that 
Pn Q = (0) and P infinite dimensional separable, and let ( {xn}, {PA)) be 
a fundamental and total biorthogonal system in P and denote by xi an 
extension of pk to all of X such that x:(Q) = (0). 
We also choose a separable and infinite dimensional closed subspace F of 
Y such that R(T)n F= (0). S ince F is separable, there is a fundamental 
and total biorthogonal system ({ y,}, {f:}) in F, let yk E Y’ be an extension 
off; to all of Y. 
We now define the compact operator 
Kx=-~aix:(x)yi, XEX, 
where ai := (Ilx:II 11yi 11 2’)-’ > 0 for all i. Its conjugate operator is 
K’y’=fa,y’(y,)x:, y’E y’. 
1 
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Since R(K)cF, we have R(K)nR(T)={O}; hence N(T+K)= 
N(T) n N(K). Now for each x E N( T+ K) and each n we have 
yh(Kx) = cr,xL(x) = 0. Consequently each of the xh annihilates N( T+ K). 
Since (p;) is total over P, it must be PnN(T+ K) = (0); moreover it is 
evident hat Q c N( T + K). Therefore, 
dimQ<a(T+K)<codim,(.,P. 
On the other hand, if y’ 4 N(R) there is an integer k such that y’(yk) # 0. 
Thus Jx,(K’y’) = y’(Kx,) = a, y’(y,) # 0 where J is the natural map of X 
into its second conjugate X”. Since JxR E N( T”) = R( 7”)‘, then 
R(K’)nR(T’)= (0) and thus N(T’+K’)=N(T’)nN(K’). Hence for each 
y’ E N( T’ + K’) and each n we have Jx,(K’y’) = y’(Kx,) = a, y’( yn) = 0. 
Consequently ’ annihilates the fundamental system (y,) in F. Moreover, 
~'EN(T')=R(T)'. Therefore we have y’ E [R(T) @ F]", and thus 
N(T'+K)c[R(T)@F]". As [R(T)@F]“cN(T’+K’), we obtain 
N( T’ + K) = [R(T) @ F]' N [ Y/R(T) 0 F]'. This implies 
a(T’+R)=codim,R(T)@F. 
We still show that R( T + K) is not closed. Suppose this is not the case. 
Then II(T+K)xll~r(T+K)d(x,N(T+K))=y(T+K)d(x,N(T)nN(K)), 
x E X, where y( T + K) > 0 is the minimum modulus of T + K. Let K,. be the 
restriction of K to N(T). For every x E ZV( T) we have 
IlKxll = ll(T+ K) XII 2 y(T+ K) 4~ N(K)). 
Thus R(K,) is closed and consequently it has to be a finite dimensional 
range. But this is impossible since K,,x, = a, y, for each x, E N(T). 
Finally, we shall choose P, Q, and F in the following manner: 
Case j = 0. Let X, Y be separable spaces. We take P = N(T), Q = { 0} 
and F a quasi-complement of R(T); for the existence of a quasi-com- 
plement of R(T) see [6]. Then a(T+ K) = 0 = a(T’ + K’). Therefore 
T+ KE U,. 
Case j= 1. Let X, Y be separable spaces, and let N be a finite codimen- 
sional closed subspace of Y such that R(T) c Nf Y. We now take 
P= N(T), Q = (0) and F a quasi-complement of R(T) in N. Then 
ct(T+K)=O, O<a(T’+K’)=codimN<co, and thus T+KeU,. 
Case j= 2. Let X be a separable space. We take P = N(T), Q = { 0} and 
F such that R(T) @ F is infinite codimensional; the existence of such F is 
guaranteed by Lemma 3.3. Then a(T+ K) = 0, a( T' + K') = co. Thus 
T+KE 17~. 
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Case j = 3. Let Y be a separable space. We take P, Q of infinite dimen- 
sion, and let F be a quasi-complement of R(T). Then c(( T+ K) = 00, 
cc(T’+K’)=O. Therefore T+KEU~. 
Case j = 4. Choose P and Q of infinite dimension, and F such that the 
subspace R(T) @ F is infinite codimensional. Then a( T+ K) = 
a(T + K’) = co. Consequently T+ KE Uq. 
The theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 3.5. The following properties are equivalent: 
(1) X is separable. 
(2) U,, + Co = L(X, X)\SF. 
(3) U, + Co = L(X, X)\SF. 
(4) U3 + Co = L(X, X)\SF. 
Proof. It is an easy consequence of Observation 3.2 and Theorem 3.4 
that each of (2), (3), and (4) is equivalent o (1). 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space. It is proved in [ 1; Theorem 4.1 J that 
the set Us + Co is properly contained in L(H)\SF. We give another proof 
of this fact. 
Let rr be the quotient map from L(H) onto the Calkin algebra 
L(H)/Co( H). We know that L(H)\SF is the set of the operators TE L(H) 
such that n(T) is neither left-invertible nor right-invertible n L( H)/Co( H). 
We define 
R := ( TE L(H)\SF: x(T) is relative r gular in L(H)/Co(H)}. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. U, + Co c R c L( H)\SF and R # L( H)\SF. 
Proof Suppose TE Us, KE Co(H), and let SE Us be such that 
TST=T. Then ~(T+K)~(S)(T+K)=A(T)~(S)E(T)=~~(T); since 
T# SF and II( T + K) = z(T), it is clear that T + KE R. Therefore, the first 
inclusion is proved: and the second one is obvious. 
We now suppose that R = L(H)\SF. Then each element of L(H)/Co(H) 
is relative regular; hence L(H)/Co(H) is finite dimensional [7; p. 961, 
which is false. Therefore R # L(H)\SF. 
Observation 3.7. We do not know if the set U, in a general Banach 
space satisfies the above proposition. However there is an open question 
related with this [S, p. 271: It is unknown whether there exists a Banach 
space Xsuch that L(X)= {IZ+K:J.EQ~, KECO(X)}. 
If there is a such space X, clearly we shall have L(X)\SF =Co; hence 
U, c Co and U, + Co = Co, j = 0, 1,2, 3,4, 5. 
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